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Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne first introduced the notion of recollement
of triangulated categories in their study of geometry of singular spaces in 1982.
A recollement of categories describes one such category as being “glued together”
from two others, which plays an important role in many fields of mathematics. This
dissertation concentrates on recollements of abelian and triangulated categories.
It includes seven parts altogether.
In the preface, we give a brief introduction of the background and recent
developments related to this dissertation, and make a systemic exposition of our
main results.
In the first chapter, we recall some foundamentary concepts and basic prop-
erties relevant to this dissertation, which give a necessary preparation for the
following chapters.
In the second chapter, we study the relationship between one-point extensions
and recollements of module categories. We prove that for algebras A, B and C,
if A-mod admits a recollement relative to B-mod and C-mod, then A[R]-mod
admits a recollement relative to B[S]-mod and C-mod, where A[R] and B[S] are
the one-point extensions of A by R and of B by S. In particular, we deduce that if
two finite dimensional algebras are Morita equivalent, then so are their respective
one-point extensions.
In the third chapter, we study the relationship between one-point extensions
and recollements of derived categories. We prove that for algebras A, B and C, if
D−(A-Mod) admits a recollement relative to D−(B-Mod) and D−(C-Mod), then
D−(A[M ] -Mod) admits a recollement relative toD−(B[N ]-Mod) andD−(C-Mod).
As a consequence, we obtain the main result of [55], i.e., if two finite dimensional
algebras are derived equivalent, then so are their respective one-point extensions.
In the fourth chapter, we study the relationship between quotient categories
and recollements. Mainly discuss how a recollement of triangulated categories in-














(or colocalizing) subcategory of a triangulated category D and V is a triangulated
subcategory of U , then U/V is a localizing (or colocalizing) subcategory of D/V and
we have a triangulated equivalence (D/V)/(U/V) ∼= D/U . Similarly a recollement
of abelian categories can induce a recollement of Serre quotient categories.
In the fifth chapter, we study the relationship between AR-triangles of a
triangulated category D and those of quotient category D/U . We get several
necessary and sufficient conditions for the image of an AR-triangle of D by the
quotient functor Q is an AR-triangle of D/U . Moreover, we get a necessary and
sufficient criterion for an AR-triangle of D/U is induced by an AR-triangle of D.
Then we apply them to the recollement of triangulated categories and the case of
hereditary abelian category.
In the sixth chapter, we study how a recollement of triangulated categories
induces a recollement of abelian categories. Let D, D′ and D′′ be triangulated
categories. Suppose D admits a recollement relative to D′ and D′′. We give
some necessary and sufficient criterions for a t-structrue on D induces t-structures
on D′ and D′′. Moreover, we take the advantage of the relationship between a
t-structure on D and t-structures on D′ and D′′ to show that the heart of the t-
structure on D admits a recollement relative to the other two hearts. Thus, we get
a few recollements of abelian categories according to a recollement of triangulated
categories.
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0.1 lN9TPs"'=2hvP 1958 Cz~|deX4\F?s Serre J Grothendieck {℄n(nRPs" [1].1963 s~d Verdier R\TPs"s$.8^JmlU\nRPsh4J
[2]. vlXnRPw Abel PsrPs"lP'G"4I.8^rpsTP^[TPNnRPJm_Op~NEJs{
b6Ad\{
_=sEHhvPknRPH4+"qXs0>JmN Fourier-Mukai'asm03 [3, 4]. HXu1LknRP1\+-Ts"~03
[5]. Hh+ kTPNnRPHUh"lJmk'\p(H~EJNSJmk N*`GN D P [6], TPNnRPÆÆ|pUH+smk Kazhdan-Lusztig :\sZ~ [7] N Broué :\s4
[8, 9] (p\nRPNTPs03Hh+smkHappel {RWR\-W5hsnRPJm [10, 11]. N Ringel -;=℄\VhN tubular hsnRPs4 [10, 12]. HappelN Rickard uC)?\0jJmHnRu {6ripHE [10, 13]. { Beilinson N BGG Z~\℄%?X0>snRPTu 2i-W5hsnRP [14, 15], Geigle N Lenzing Z~\8$℄X (weighted
projetive line) s0>snRPTu 2){h (canonical algebra) snRP [16]. TiHE'\vPNhs,W 20 u{ 90 hQÆO'Fs
Ringel-Hall hs<lU{
Khs$Z~?QNhNU&O(VhnRPs.PlU\ Kac-Moody hs4 [17, 18, 19], `NU&O( tubular hnRPs.PlU\vI*<Khs4 [20].TLTP^\'+sNKhsZ~?s,W)TPNnRPJmH4h+sms+BzH~,b6YZ?YZa&sTPJms+5_OQNdHTP"lXpWBrown +sJBousfield .8^uu [21],"j'UR{













2 pL_ recollement H/nRP [22], Reiten s$QROs Cluster Ps Cluster 0j [23, 24],
Kontserich Rs Calabi-Yao P [25] uu
0.2 9( recollementPs recollement |\*P+Y*P “ NQ ” Hs	\ 1982 Beilinson, Bernstein N Deligne H+&?N perverse sheaves jO\TP recollement s" [26]. w-R recollement s*{qQ~^
X w*+ ? U w X s!~? V w U H X s4~?L X s>snRPE{-:2 U s>snRPN V s>snRPs recollement.UH Abel PNTPs recollement w~+s*m03H&?vP [26], h+sm [27, 28, 29, 30], _m [29], 
_qI~Jm [31, 32], + ?Jm [26, 33] ub6'|ps(
0.2.1 recollement (?Ps recollement s4Jw recollement +s*m Cline, Par-
shall N Scott RV-RTPs recollement sYom4J1Z 0.2.1 ( [27], Theorem 2.1) } i⋆ : D′ → D y$qM`QhwxjU~4 i⋆ ~4 i!, I ε = Im(i⋆). b ε  D `UhxqMjy$qM D _UXy$qM D′  D/ε ` recollement.1Z 0.2.2 ([28], Theorem 1.1 ) } j⋆ : D → D′′ y$qM`ixjUQhwV4 j⋆ Qhw~4 j!. I D′ = Ker(j⋆). by$qM D _UXy$qM D′  D′′ ` recollement.
CPS J 0.2.1 NJ 0.2.2 "(p-W5hs-nRP^O0J#+\Vh [34]. Vhs-nRPs “ > ” 	\4+kKhsh?s+sJmkRUs'8P^4vs
Lusztig :\1\ps03ÆVVhN?sVht){
stratified hrp_Os+H4h+smsp+[ [35, 36, 37].














A(ξ) r`j6℄| (X, V, α, β), er X ∈ A′′ , V ∈ A′, α : F (X) → V ,




















).b A(ξ)  Abel qMj A(ξ) _UX A′  A′′ ` recollement.TPs recollements I~vlXwTu  ([34], Theorem 2.5), Abel Ps recollement s I~5wPu Franjou, Pirashvili +\ I~wPu s 0-R* recollement w+ MacPherson-
Vilonen 4J-RsO  [39]. `Nm`-R BB- 0j0n Abel Ps recollement s4J0-RnsQ~ I~5wPu  [40].
Happel +\0j5 recollement s:J^ A wX5-Ws-W5 k- hM w0j. EndA(M) ∼= k, LnRP Db(A-mod) E{-:2nRP Db(A0-mod) N Db(k-mod) s recollement, $k A0-mod u 2 M s/YP [41].
Miyachi H recollement {Æ\i0< [42] -R\ Noether _k_szuJ\0n recollement sO < [43] O(0jr P · rp\a_ k Xs$℄h A sBnRP D(A-Mod) E{-:2 KP N
D(B-Mod) s recollement, $k B = EndD(A−Mod)(P ·), KP w P · H D(A-Mod)s/YP,< [43] `9j\+$℄h A szu9 e nRs D(A-Mod)E{s:2 DA/AeA−Mod(A-Mod) N D(eAe-Mod) s recollement.$ Jørgensen 4J\<"qsnRPsns recollement[44].
0.2.2 %,J recollement4'{ MoritaJm [45]s)?NfnRPs MoritaJmH Happel,













4 pL_ recollement H/1Z 0.2.4 ([13], Theorem 6.4) } A  B Cyb-DA
a
(1) D−(A-Mod)  D−(B-Mod) y$a

(2) Db(A-Mod)  Db(B-Mod) y$a

(3) Kb(A-Proj)  Kb(B-Proj) y$a

(4) Kb(A-proj)  Kb(B-proj) y$a

(5) B ∼= EndA(T ·), f? T · ∈ Kb(A-proj) Q{
(i) Hom(T ·, T ·[n]) = 0, jrO n 6= 0,
(ii) add(T ·) ~Jy$qM Kb(A-proj), er add(T ·) rRyj6 T ·`m4`m




























A = 0.J 0.2.5 k6 B = 0, LrpJ 0.2.4. [König J)?\ RickardJÆ<8Ps Fuller J [49] HnRP>{s" 2006 
Jørgensen H< [50] k König sE)?p DG h














D−(T (A)-Mod)_UXn:dW T (B) T (C)`[NqM D−(T (B)-Mod) D−(T (C)-Mod) `jH recollement.RTP D E{-:2TP D′ N D′′ s recollement, Tj D′ N D′′Æw5Gslwm D - Serre I~j Jørgensen Z~\TP D E{-:2TP D′′ N D′ s recollement [52].Aw\q0-TPwzu- (idempotent completion)slwF~P<zu-^Balmer N Schlichting-R\TPszu-^VsT4 [53]. $F1[NMjZ~\*TPs recollementzu-^VIwTPs recollement:1Z 0.2.7 ([54]) } D,D′  D′′ y$qMx D _UX D′  D′′ `
recollement, b D̃ _UX D̃′  D̃′′ ` recollement, er D̃, D̃′  D̃′′ t?
D,D
′  D′′ `Va6
<2APs recollementO7ms:y recollementsN+\s recollement 4Jins recollement. HxPNxTPmkzEQh5 recollement s:JHx
PmWP5 recollement s:JHxCPm AR T5 recollement s:JHxhPm t- 45 recollement s:J0rpi-7sE:2kzEQhWP AR TN t- 4s(-,P7%
0.3 ,ÆQCM{\<s^4ssExPd9<y(psimU\m\ Abel Ps recollement, TPs recollement, Ps.8^sY:"s$muhxP+kzEQh5Ps recollement. Z~\ (J 2.2.1): ^
A,B N C w6 k Xs-W5hR A-mod E{-:2 B-mod N C-mod s
recollement
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